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By nature, art journaling is a private activity. But when Dawn SokolÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s first book, 1000 Artist

Journal Pages, broke the fourth wall and shared the work of artists all over North America and parts

of Europe, it created a ripple of inspiration throughout the art journaling community. In this

much-anticipated follow-up, Sokol features more than 1,000 new, captivating pages, this

timeÃ¢â‚¬â€•by popular demandÃ¢â‚¬â€•from artists across the globe. Lists of techniques and

materials used for each page, plus behind-the-scenes interviews, give readers a glimpse inside the

minds of new and established artists, making this a stimulating compilation sure to inspire beginners

and seasoned art journalers alike.Ã‚Â 
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Dawn DeVries Sokol is the author of several art journaling books, including 1000 Artist Journal

Pages, Doodle Diary, Doodle Sketchbook,Ã‚Â Art Doodle Love, and The Doodle Circle. Often

referred to as the Ã¢â‚¬Å“Doodle Queen,Ã¢â‚¬Â• Sokol teaches popular workshops online

(dblogala.com), at creative retreats, and through her DVD workshop Art Journaling: Pages in

Stages. She lives in Tempe, Arizona.

This book is not a how-to guide. It is a beautiful collection of artist journal pages from all over the

world. I am surprised at the first reviewer's reaction. The description and the "look inside" feature

clearly show that this is a book of curated journal pages. I loved seeing the pages from other

countries and seeing pages from artists I have not yet come across online. I can tell that this book



will definitely be one of the ones I turn to when I am feeling stuck and in need of inspiration!

This is a great book packed with inspiration on every single page. It's just beautiful. And it's a large,

incredibly thick book- the size and shape of a textbook with about 300 thick, glossy pages. The

images are gorgeous- full page/full spread photos that cover every page from artists around the

world. There are so many styles represented. There are no "how to" guides, no "here's the materials

you need for starting an artist journal" - page 3 is an index, and the art starts on page 4. The only

text is information on the artist and short lists of materials used.I find this book really refreshing

because while the art inside is amazing, very few of the artists are known to me via other

publications on art journals. So these are truly new discoveries and ideas and examples of different

journals that different artists keep, from all backgrounds and mediums and techniques.If you are

interested in artist journals and/or sketchbooks, I can't recommend this book enough.

I am delighted to own this book. As other reviewers have stated, this not another instructional or

project-based book, but rather a curated collection of art from around the globe. I own nearly every

art journaling and mixed media book available and they are often disappointingly similar. This book

is refreshing, showing a range of styles, talent, and focus. I enjoy that new or unknown artists have

the opportunity to have their work highlighted in this book. The book itself is of good quality: it is

printed on heavy, semi gloss paper and the art shown is large enough to see the details and writing.

I highly recommend this book: for new artists to experience a vast variety of styles and techniques,

as well as seasoned artists who do no need another basic instructional book but are looking for

inspiration. This book is unique in the pool of art journaling texts. I am thoroughly enjoying viewing

and reviewing the art in this book for ideas and inspiration for my own work.

I'm so glad there was a follow up to the original book she put together. I never get tired of flipping

through other people's art journal pages. The only reasons I didn't give this a five star rating is that

the previous book had a cool spine that allowed the book to lay open flat. Also, she wasted a lot of

space on the edges of the pages with the art work numbers and artist names. It resulted in smaller

images of the artwork. Other than those things, I would give it 5 stars.

This is a beautiful book of Art Jouranling featuring the work of artists around the world and USA too.

I love to see what others are making, and get lots of ideas. I love the style of Dawn DeVries Sokol's

art and journaling books , and she truely has compiled a great collection of artists, it really is like



going to a gallery for art journaling viewing.

Beautiful book Dawn Sokol! What a delightful treasure trove of art candy! It was so exciting to see

so many contributors and so many different styles of journaling. A great creative resource to pick up

for ideas and inspiration. I ladore this book.

I should probably say that I'm one of the artists in this book. But even if I was not, WOW! What an

amazing collection of the diverse genre that is art journaling. This is a terrific source of inspiration to

artists and art lovers alike.

Great book and amazingly beautiful art work! If you are a fan of the first book you will be a big fan of

this one as well and I like that this time there is more insight into the artistic process from the

featured artists and it feels like there are even more pictures than the last book if that is even

possible. If you are a fan of art journaling or looking to learn more about the process and you like to

view gorgeous artwork this is the book for you!
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